
Meter Setup

Create and configure multiple meters for billing, for example Electricity.

Click Setup, expand Business Setup and select 11. Meters.

1 Meter Tabs

Utility Meters: Create and configure meters based on intervals and have standing charges i.e. 
Power/Water.
Other Meters: This provides the option to create and configure basic meters i.e. Gas.

2 Creating Utility Meters

Click Add. 
Select the Meter from the drop down.
Label: Enter the name/label of the meter.
Type: Select the type of meter.
(Rollover) Minimum Reading: This is the value when the meter resets after passing its 
maximum value. Normally left at 0.
Maximum Reading: Set the Maximum reading. 
If you only read the last 4 digits, enter 9999; if you read the last 5 digits, enter 99999.
Unit of Measure: Select the type of unit for measurement of the readings.
Charge on Stays exceeding (# of days): Set the amount of days before the client is charged for 
meter billing
Pricing Levels: Set the amount of Tiers for the meter billing i.e. when it reaches specified levels 
a different rate is charged.
Taxes: Set the taxes that are to be applied to the meter billing.

3 Other Meters

Create a basic Meter setup:
Included Units: Set the amount of units that can be consumed before the client is charged.
Per Day: Check box if meter is billed daily.

4 Interval Rates

Set the Meter rates based on the usage of the client for different intervals and when the last 
interval set is surpassed it will charge at the set rate for any units thereafter.

Fuel Cost Adjustment Factor: For any Retailer Fuel Cost Charges that may apply. 
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Standing Charge Setup

This is the additional amount guests pay for the service. This charge is used to cover 
costs like meter reading, maintenance and the cost of keeping the client connected 
to the network.

1 Standing Charge Rates

Flat Rate: Set one-time fee for each Processing run. 
Tariff Base Rate: Enter the Tariff Base Rate for standing charge.
Tariff Divisor: Enter the Tariff Divisor for the standing charge.
Daily Rate: Set the daily rate for the standing charging.  RezExpert will charge this rate by the 
number of days since the previous read (or since Check In date for the first initial processing 
run).

When a meter reading is processed on a reservation, the Standing Charge displays as a 
default label Meter Reading Fee.
To adjust the Standing Charge label to a custom label:
Standing Charge Description: Enter in a custom Label for the Charge. This will display on the 
invoice label for the charge.
Tick on the applicable Standing Charges Taxes. 

2 Assigning GL Codes

After the Meters and Rates have been setup, within the Setup Menu on the left expand 
Admin/Accounting and select 1. General Ledger.
Click on the + symbol next to Meter Products.
Select each Meter and Meter Standing Charge to add in the associated GL Code. 
This will ensure for accurate reporting for the Trial Balance.
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Initialise Meter Rates

Set the opening reading for the Units that have been configured. The ability to
sort the Meter Walk-sheet is also available.

1 Assigning to Unit Types & Units

Within Unit Type Setup, select the Meter that applies to the Unit Type.
This will apply the Meter to all units within the Unit Type.

If the Meter applies to a select number of Units, scroll down and expand the Unit Setup 
panel. Select the Unit Type’s label on the left hand side and (after entering a Change 
Control comment) click on the Edit All button.  This will allow you select multiple units at 
one time. 
Click on the Meters box within the Metered Unit Editor - Utility pop up screen.
Select the Meters that apply to the displaying Units.
Click Submit to finalise. 

If the Meter applies to ONE unit within the Unit Type, click on the + symbol (instead of 
the Unit Type label) and select the Unit within the Tree List.
Tick on the Meter and press Submit to finalise. 

2 Initialise the Meters

After the Meters have been assigned to the Unit Types, click Initialize to set the opening 
reading, for any unit # you require meters for. 
Enter in the current Meter reading for each Unit displaying. 
Click Submit to finalise.

3 Sorting the Meters

RezExpert has a Meter Readings Walk Sheet available (Admin > Periodic Billing > 2. 
Process Meter Readings) for the operators to record the Meter Readings on as they walk 
around the property.
To sort the Meters into a better order for the Walk Sheet and for Processing procedures: 
Enter in the Sort Value within the Initialize Meter screen.
Click Sort to view the new sort order, prior to clicking Submit to finalise.
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 Select Meter Type to create

 Label entered

 Type created

 Min/Max Reading values entered

 # of days entered 1+

 Pricing Levels entered

 Pricing Values entered

 Tax selected

 Meter Charge entered

 Unit Types initalised

 Selected Unit #s initalised

 Opening Readings entered.

Use this Check List to ensure that you have completed all the steps in creating Meters.

NOTE: After setting up the Meters for the Unit Type(s), the Checked In reservations will display that Unit’s meter reading within the Rez
Details tab of the Guest Folio.
If the Meters box is not displaying within the reservation, the reservation has not been Checked in or the Meter has not been
Initalised.
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